Top) TFT USA launched a nationwide campaign (April – June) with Calbee North America. For every Snapea Crisp purchased using the special coupon, 25 cents is donated to TFT to provide a healthy school meal to a child in the U.S.

1) TFT DC volunteers, along with students from American University, George Washington University, and George Mason University represented TFT at the 54th annual Sakura Matsuri. 2) At the Sakura Matsuri, small children drew their favorite bento boxes. 3) TFT staff and volunteers dress in TFT attire at EarthFair in San Diego, where Calbee’s TFT Snapea Crisps were handed out to many of the 60,000 attendees. 4) TFT NY volunteers at the Cherry Blossom Festival sponsored by the city of White Plains. 5) Students pose in front of a brand new TFT vending machine at a charter school in San Diego.

9) TFT Italy’s Adamah presents at the 2014 World Camp of Dynamo, with this year’s topic focused on children & nutrition. 10) TFT-supported nutrition education programs – which were implemented in 10 different sites across Africa – have resulted in 172 gardens (many acting as “living classrooms”), 328 culinary demonstrations and close to 1,200 teachers, school cooks, and others trained on food and nutrition. These educational activities complement existing school feeding programs and assist communities towards achieving sustainable development. Pictured is a sign in Pampaida, Nigeria, inviting community members to visit the school demonstration garden.

“When you dine at TABLE FOR TWO, you never dine alone.”
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Expo 2015 will be held in Milan, under the theme “Feeding the Planet, Energy for Life.” This month, exactly one year before the Expo starts, I visited Milan and the surrounding area to develop a project for the Expo. While there I came across many similarities in the culinary cultures of Italy and Japan. We have decided to create a unique space for people to experience and share these values. Stay tuned!